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black clover: quartet knights is the first installment of the black clover games
and comes with two dlc packs at launch. the first pack, the "videologue" pack,
will launch on december 14, 2018, including the clovers and valvatorez, the
duo who follow asta, and includes a new chapter with new story content. the
second dlc pack, the "mystic heroes" pack, will launch on december 21, 2018.
this pack will include new characters, costumes, and more. check out the
updated video below to see what's new for the black clover quartet knights
update. black clover: quartet knights also brings a new multiplayer game
mode: treasure hunt. players face off against each other in a battle to obtain a
key that can open their treasure, also known as the “treasure hunt”. you can
choose to be a thief, a glutton, or a hard-working scholar to travel the black
clover kingdom and claim the key by eliminating your opponents. black clover:
quartet knights is the ultimate anime fighting game that puts you in control of
four mages as they battle it out on the battlefield. create your own team of four
mages, and join your friends in a competitive battle of wits, skill, and magic.
fight your friends in the battle royale mode or against ai opponents in single
and multiplayer. stick to the beat – black clover quartet knights is the ultimate
anime fighting game that puts you in control of four mages as they battle it out
on the battlefield. create your own team of four mages, and join your friends in
a competitive battle of wits, skill, and magic. fight your friends in the battle
royale mode or against ai opponents in single and multiplayer.
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this news post is actually an update about something that happened a few days
ago. on the 24th of february, chizu appeared in the black clover quartet knights

playtest. while it was mostly a video update with a few spoilers, one of those
spoilers could be this reveal: the game will be coming to ps4. while this might

not mean much, it could mean more than what meets the eye. especially when
you consider the recent history of the game: the ps4 version of black clover:
quartet knights will most likely have better graphics and possibly have more
content. this is probably why the game will only be launching on the ps4. the
playstation vita version of the game likely wont have any additional content.
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nexus go! players will be able to play a campaign in 4vs4 team battles and cast
an array of magic spells to defeat the opposing team. players can play as a

fighter (ranged characters), healer, support, and ranged as well as control up to
4 characters in one battle. during battles and in the story mode, players will

collect black tulip in addition to magic spells to use in the battle. in addition to
the two new heroes, players will receive a blueprint of the mask, cores,

talismans, weapon and supplement items.also, starting with update 5, players
will be able to unlock costumes and images of the four other heroes. in the

future, it will also be possible to trade these costumes for duplicate ones. from
the 100+ costumes unlockable from the first 4 updates, a limited number of

them will be available for trade with players from other regions.download
availability will be announced at a later date. for the first time, an original story

that is not part of the black clover series will be playable. 5ec8ef588b
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